																		

ARUNDEL

MANDIBLE
The Mandible is our top of the line model.
The grip is the strongest of all Arundel
cages, with an emphasis on a tight fit to
keep the bottles on the bike no matter what.
Mandible cages have weathered the Grand
Tours, the Spring Classics, Worlds, all of it.
Durable and elegant.
WEIGHT: 28 grams
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DAVE–O
The Dave-O cage is perhaps iconic, as before
2001 bottle cages didn’t look or work like
this. A classic shape, copied often. Due to
more surface area and less arm tension, it’s
easier to remove a bottle from a Dave-O
compared to Mandibles. Dave-O’s are the
benchmark of quality in carbon bottle cages.
WEIGHT: 30 grams
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SIDELOADER &
OTHER SIDELOADER
SideLoader / Other SideLoader cages
solve the problem of cramped space on
Compact style road frames, as well as MTB
applications. They’re dedicated right or left
(fitment specific). One Sideloader plus one
OtherSideloader outfits a standard road
frame. The shape matches Dave-O’s perfectly.
WEIGHT: 30 grams
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UD GLOSS (L)

UD GLOSS (R)

TRIDENT
The unique Trident shape with two wide,
flared arms provides a secure fit with little
risk of lost bottles. Gripping the bottle to
take a drink is really easy, so too is replacing
the bottle. The flared part of the arms is the
reason for this, yet few manufacturers go to
this trouble.
WEIGHT: 30 grams
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BANDO
The Bando combines the security and styling
of our top of the line Mandible, with the
affordability of our entry level cages. The
Bando Cage allows the user to adjust the level
of bottle cage security. Match the ease of use
desired by selecting one of the two different
silicone bands included. The cage functions
normally with no band. The bottle releases
with the gentlest of tugs and flows out of the
cage. Of course security is at a minimum, so
this setting is only recommended for casual
riding.With the Thin Band installed, you can
expect the bottle holding security that Arundel
is known for. The grip level is just below our
top model of cage, the Mandible.For more
extreme riding conditions or applications, use
the Thick Band. The cage becomes a fortress,
unlikely to give up a bottle without a fight.
Certainly among the most secure bottle cages
ever made.
WEIGHT: 54 grams w/thick band installed
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ORANGE

WHITE

STAINLESS
CAGE
Stainless 4.2mm steel tubing bent in the same
graceful curves as our original model. The
mounting spine is a stamped piece of art. This
is not a standard metal cage. The finished cage
is polished to a brilliant shine and will add to
the aesthetics of any machine.
WEIGHT: 53 grams

STAINLESS
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SPORT
CAGE
The Sport is basically a modified Dave-O
shape, made of Nylon reinforced plastic.
Sports are as tough as nails and hold bottles
well in all conditions and any application.
They have two sets of mounting holes to
allow the best fit possible. We consider this
cage as good as anything we make, it’s just
made out of different stuff.
WEIGHT: 47 grams
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FLIP FLOP
CAGE
The Flip Flop cage is made like our Sport
and priced accordingly. It’s a flexible design
allowing the owner to mount it left or right
without losing the security and good fit that
you get with proper lower and upper tabs.
WEIGHT: 53 grams

| BLACK |

| WHITE |
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LOONEY
BIN
The Looney Bin is designed for the casual
rider or enthusiast who might not always have
a standard sized bicycle water bottle. It will
hold a skinny bottle of beer all the way up to
a 32 ounce Gatorade bottle and everything
in between. The ratchet closure can adjust to
whatever bottle is placed in the cage and can
be tightened for a secure grip. The cage uses
the same dual mounting holes as most of our
other cages. Comes in black or white.
WEIGHT: 55 grams

WHITE
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CHRONO II

CHRONO I
The Chrono is a remake of aero bottles and cages popularized during the ‘80’s. We copied
the old designs and lately, everyone now copies us! The logo is raised to provide a secure
grip, even if it’s wet or gritty. Two different sets of mounting holes perfect the fit. Spare 20
oz. bottles are available separately.

The Chrono II is a new updated and legal bottle and cage designed to meet the latest
international rule requirement while still offering an aero improvement over conventional
bottles. The cage has also been redesigned with a premium placed on securing the bottle
with longer arms and more of a wrap. Bottle and cage weigh 136 grams.

*No longer UCI legal, check with your sport governing body to insure you can use this.

WEIGHT: 136 grams
(Bottle 100 grams; Cage 36 grams)

WEIGHT: 120 grams
(Bottle 90 grams; Cage 30 grams)
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ARUNDEL
AR75
The 21oz. Arundel AR75 bottle is made
of safe, proven LDPE #4 plastic. LDPE is
flexible and a durable material that’s been
used in top quality cycling bottles for years
— and contains no harmful BPA. The neck
of the bottle is sized for a comfortable grip.
Our dimensions improve the bottle fit to
most cages available.
The RACE CAP has a simple, clever,
comfortable mouthpiece that’s easy to clean
and easy on your teeth.
Ask about our custom printed bottle program!
WEIGHT: 76 grams (including cap)
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TRI CLAMP
The key to the Arundel Tri Clamp is the use
of a “V-block” design with convex inside
surfaces. This helps it fit a variety of round or
aero shaped seat posts. The Tri Clamp stays
securely fastened and the bottles are easy to
reach. Plus, it’s affordable.
WEIGHT: 105 grams (not including cages)

HARDWARE INCLUDED FOR A ROUND OR AERO POST
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SYNTH. GECKO
BAR TAPE
The Synth. Gecko is a thick, durable, shock
absorbing bar tape made with 100% silicone
foam. Silicone foam has many inherent
properties that make bar tape a perfect
application. Since it sticks to itself nicely, no
additional adhesive is required on the underside
of the tape to prevent it from slipping once
wrapped. It’s easy to wrap, unwrap and even
reuse (and you won’t be plagued with the
inevitable stickum residue that many tapes
leave behind). Synth. Gecko cleans up easily
with soap and warm water, and the result will
leave it looking nearly brand new.
The subtle pavé pattern of the tape provides
a surface texture to improve tactile feel
and grip. The additional grip is beneficial,
particularly on blistering hot days when
palms get sweaty, or during the occasional
downpour. The natural texture of silicone
foam is comparable to brake hoods; it is
tacky, squishy but firm, while providing
excellent vibration dampening.
Synth. Gecko comes in a pack of two, 220 cm
rolls. Want extra cushion? Wrap it thick and
fat. Care for a grippy, low volume wrap? Stretch
it and wrap it thin. The choice is yours!
WEIGHT: 197 grams

THE SYNTH. GECKO BAR TAPE
IS AVAILABLE IN:
BLACK, WHITE, RED, BLUE, YELLOW,
GREY, PINK, GREEN, ORANGE
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RUBBER
GECKO BAR
TAPE

Rubber Gecko is a cushy bar tape made with
foam and an outer layer of natural rubber.
Rubber Gecko offers a soft tactile grip with a
bit of give to it. It wraps slightly fatter than
our original gecko grip, but not by much.
Perfect for the rainy, cold cobbled classics.
WEIGHT: 86 grams

THE RUBBER GECKO BAR TAPE
IS AVAILABLE IN:
BLACK, WHITE
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GECKO
BAR TAPE
GECKO GRIP (LEFT)
Gecko Grip is EVA foam and ventilated
polyurethane in a laminated, layered
construction. Gecko Grip has a rubbery,
“grippy” feel compared to cork tape. It lays flat
on the wrapped bars and is thinner than cork.
It doesn’t absorb sweat as easily as Cork and
can be wiped off with a wet rag in seconds.
WEIGHT: 63 grams

GECKO FUR (INSET)
Gecko Fur comes only in black, has a furry
velvet hand and remains Dave-O’s personal
favorite. Fur lays flat, not thick or puffy and
doesn’t absorb much, or become slick. The
embossed Arundel logos set off the matte-like
finish with just a touch of sheen.
WEIGHT: 74 grams

THE GECKO GRIP BAR TAPE
ARE AVAILABLE IN:
WHITE, GREY, BLACK, BROWN,
YELLOW, BLUE & RED
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GECKO FUR

CORK
BAR TAPE
CORK
Cork wrap is really a lot of foam with cork
chunks mixed in. It’s thick and softens
road vibration. It can soak up moisture yet
remains easy to grip. It’s durable and easy to
install. It holds color well and doesn’t fade.
You can wash it like you wash the car; soapy
rag, scrub, rinse, repeat.
WEIGHT: 49 grams

THE CORK BAR TAPE IS AVAILABLE IN:
WHITE, GREY, BLACK, NATURAL, YELLOW, BLUE & RED

BAR TAPE
CLIPS
Bar Tape Clips are simple little plastic
replacements for electrical tape that is often
used to finish off wrapped bars. They work
with one or two internal cables, on oversized
31.8 bars or old school 26.0 bars. In either
case, our clips grip the tape where the bar
tapers to 25.4. (This means on 31.8 bars the
clips will be spaced a bit wider.)
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SHAMELESS
PLUGS
Shameless Plugs are a two-piece multi tool
that are stored in your bar ends. Save space
in your seat bag and always have tools at
hand for those unforeseeable adjustments or
repairs while on the road. They consist of a
Driver and a Tool bit holder, which are grafted
onto a pair of bar end plugs. The bar end plug
tools are accessible by hand (no tools required)
with a simple twist of the knurled knob. The
kit comes with a set of 11 bits allowing you to
choose the ones you need. The Driver portion
has an integrated JIS screwdriver for simple
or emergency derailleur adjustments, and a
magnetic receptacle to hold the bit in place
while in use.
11 BITS INCLUDED
Hex: 2, 5, 3, 4, 5, 6
Torx: T10, T15, T20, T25, T27, T30
Quiver holds 3 bits
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TUBI

UNO

SEAT BAGS
DUAL (RIGHT)
The Dual is so named because you can fit two
700c tubes, two gas cartridges and a gas valve,
plus have room left over. Alternately, it will fit
an ATB tube and gas, no problem. The leather
patch prevents the seat post clamp from wearing
a hole in the tubes inside. The simple Velcro
strap is sewn double thick to hold its shape and
to keep the bag cinched tight. 27 cubic in.

TUBI (INSET)
Tubis are very similar in construction to the
Dual but longer and skinnier. It will hold
a tubular tire or regular tubes, plus extra
supplies. 35 cubic in.
UNO (INSET)
Unos are small, only big enough to carry the
basics for a flat change. The Uno has a very
small footprint under the saddle and weighs
almost nothing. 16 cubic in.

THE DUAL, TUBI & UNO SEAT
BAGS ARE AVAILABLE WITH:
WHITE, GREY, RED, YELLOW,
BLACK, BLUE & PINK
PIPING
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FLOOR
PUMP 1
Our goal in entering the pump market was to make one that’s not worn out after a couple years of
use. An important measure we took to achieve that goal was to use more metal parts rather than
good old cheap? plastic. I considered the word ‘cheap’ but then thought “What if we gain traction
and in three years decide to offer a low cost pump? It will use more plastic…” Good pumps are
tools to do a job, but to some cyclists, they mean more. To our knowledge, this is the only floor
pump on the market with a forged and anodized aluminum base. We went to this trouble because
forged aluminum is incredibly durable, more so than die cast aluminum, let alone plastic. What
good is a pump if you can’t accurately and easily read your tire pressure? That is why we upgraded to
a big 3” clutter-free gauge.
Notice the polished aluminum tube? It’s Mandrel Drawn to insure tight tolerances, sealing the
plunger more consistently throughout each stroke. We spec’d stainless steel internal check valve parts
to prevent rust. The unique, Arundel designed Hansel Presta pump head is easy to use with a secure
thumb lock lever and is included. We opted for a tried and true wooden handle because they are
comfortable to the touch, even in hot or cold weather. Our pumps are fully serviceable.Replacement
parts are available for sale to ensure your pump will always operate like it should.
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HANSEL

GRETEL

THE WOODSMAN

PUMP HEAD
FAMILY
For the bicycle and tool connoisseurs out
there, this kit includes all three Arundel
pump heads in a dedicated box, plus a
barbed Schrader hose end fitting (to convert
your current pump hose) if needed.

HANSEL
Our popular metal thumb-lock style is
simple and quick to use. The grommet is
replaceable. All of our pump heads thread
onto a Schrader hose end.

GRETEL
This one threads onto the Presta tube valve
for easy, secure one-handed operation. Really
handy in tight spots where space is limited.

THE WOODSMAN
This guy is our take on the timeless pushon style, also with a replaceable grommet.
Presta pump heads have been made this way
for many decades because they work simply
and effectively in many conditions.
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BELLS
It’s not easy to gain the attention of other
cyclists, runners and walkers without
making noise and bells beat yelling. There is
actually an art to making a nice sound come
out of something so small. Stainless steel
thumbscrew so you can install or remove the
bell with no tools; fits 31.8 with a shim to
fit 28.6.

JEZEBELL
Same size as Maybell, but heavier (darn
brass) – 71 grams. Really BIG sound due to
the brass dome, adjustable ringer.

MAYBELL
Larger, louder – 46 grams, black anodized
aluminum, adjustable ringer.

ISABELL
Our smallest, most compact bell – 54 grams,
very compact, polished brass, fixed ringer.

ISABELL
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JEZEBELL

MAYBELL

SHOP
APRON
If you had to, you could work on your bike
wearing a garbage bag to protect your duds. We
recommend you spend more. In return you’ll get
more. Our shop aprons are made by our friends
at American Native Goods, in a smallish town in
northwestern Arkansas, a beautiful place in the
Ozarks. They are two brothers with educational
backgrounds in design, yet who grew up on a
dairy farm. As a result, they value well-made
stuff like we do. We’re proud they were willing to
make this apron to a spec we all agreed upon.
The fabric is 12oz. (per square yard) cotton
canvas, milled in the U.S. by a South Carolina
based textile mill. The leather is called “veg tan”
and the reason this is worth mentioning is that
leather comes in many flavors. Some are cheapo
and some are more expensive but more durable.
Ours is the latter. The rivets are copper,
reinforced with bits of leather. The thread used
is bonded polyester but Nylon is used on the
leather pocket, both to avoid rotting.
These are stiff when new but give it time to break
in, like a favored pair of blue jeans. The neck strap
and waist belt will also take a set to your shape,
soon fitting like it was meant for you. A good
shop apron is one of life’s affordable pleasures.
Not likely to give you a rash, cause a divorce or
prevent you from winning Flanders. Not that it
will help you either.
One size fits all, any color you want as long
as its forest green with a brown leather pocket
and straps.
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